
How to use demand data for… STRATEGY & PLANNING

Demand Expressions® are a measurement of the desire, engagement, and consumption of TV content, weighted
by importance: for example, actual content consumption like watching an entire episode is scored as a much 
more important expression of demand, than a simple “like” on a social network.

For further support, please don’t hesitate to reach out to
insights@parrotanalytics.com

Launching International Channels and SVOD Platforms

Business Questions:

• Where should I launch or expand my channel or SVOD platform?

• What content should I promote to attract subscribers on its launch?

Distribution opportunities for television content have grown significantly in the last few years. 
In addition to airing content on linear channels, the recent advances in technology and a 
simultaneous decrease in infrastructure costs means that studios and networks can secure a 
strategic long-term IP and distribution advantage by launching an SVOD service. 

By doing so, content can be promoted and distributed directly to the end consumer, which 
shifts the industry balance of power back into the content owner’s court.

Given that the SVOD platform would host several genres, the 
demand for each was averaged over the past year (above) to 
identify which type of title to promote most heavily on launch.

For the linear channel, some of the network’s catalogue of 
content had already been licensed to other platforms in 
several markets. These markets naturally had higher demand 
for the catalogue than others, but the network identified 
Australia and Spain as ideal candidates for channel expansion.

Using Parrot Analytics’ Demand data, the network 
minimized the risks associated with new market and 
platform launches, by confirming which markets and genres 
have the highest demand for content – ahead of launch.

An international television 
network wanted to grow its 
business by expanding their 
linear channels to new 
markets and launching new 
SVOD platforms with its owned 
titles. However, the question 
of which markets to prioritize 
was difficult to answer with 
existing data.
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